Introduction.
We investigate the asymptotic behavior as / -» oo of bounded solutions of the Volterra integro-differential equation (1) x'(t) + P a(t-r)g(x(r))dr= f(t) (0 < t < °o), j o where a, f, and g ate prescribed, real valued functions. We first prove Theorem 1. Let (2) a £ Ll(0, ~), (3) f°° COS (<U t)a(t) dt > 0 (-oo <«y <oo), (4) g £ C(-oo, oo), 
where G(x) = /*g(a) da. Define <f>(t) = g(x(t)) (0 < t < oo). From (4) and (6) we see that <p is bounded, and so is G(x(T)) (0 < T < °o). Together with (5) and (8) this gives
The boundedness of cp together with (2) implies that the integral term in (1) is bounded, i.e. Let <p £ L°°(0, oo), and suppose that (9) holds. Define a(-t) = a(t) (0 < t < oo). Then J o°° a(t -t)<p(t) dr -. 0 as ¿ -. oo. 
0r(a>) = J^ e-i0>t(pT(t)dt = |oT e-iùHcp(t)dt.
By (10), (15) and the fact that a £ Ll(0, oo), 0 < fl(ûj) < 2 f°° \ait)\ dt = a (-« < <y < oo).
Multiplying the integrand in (14) by aico) we then get sup i \aiü>)(pTi(ó)\2 da> < 2nKa.
_ « J -°o *
T>0
Hence by Parseval's identity and the definition of (pT, sup f^ J ait -r)(pir) dr\ dt < Ka.
Now use Fatou's lemma together with a £ L (-00, 00), cp £ L°°(0, 00) to get f °° ¡C°° ait -ritpir) dr~\ * dt < Ka.
This means that (16) if/it) = J~ ait -r)<p(r) dr £ L 2(-00, »).
Employing once more the facts that a £ L (-00, 00), cf> £ L°°(0, 00) it is not difficult to prove that if/ is uniformly continuous on (-00, 00). Combining this with (16) we then get if/it) -' 0 as t -> 00, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
